
 

 
  
 

 
       FEES 

            $5.00 per entry 

Playing Rules 

. ONE (1) Bingo card per person 

. Each player can only win one Bingo. 

. A Bingo is five (5) strikes (X’s) or five (5) spares (/’s) either across, diagonally, up or down -   only 
 the first ball of the 10th frame counts. 

. After achieving “Bingo”, get a printout immediately from the bowling center’s front desk. 

. Turn in your “bingo” form and printout to the DWP Information Table. 

. All winning “Bingo” forms will receive an equal portion of the “Bingo Pot” 

. If there are no “Bingos” during tournament play, the bowler(s) with the most consecutive   
 strikes or spares, either across, diagonally, up or down without an open frame, will   
 receive an equal portion of the pot: for example, four (4) X’s and one (1) /, or four(4) /s 
 and  (1) X or one(1) X and (4) /s etc. 

. All forms and printouts must be turned in within 20 minutes after the end of tournament 
 bowling. 

. All winnings will be paid out at the awards meeting following bowling. 
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       10TH FRAME TRIO
FEES 

$6.00 per entry

Playing Rules 

.  One  (1) 10TH Frame Trio entry per person. 

.  10th Frame Trio will cover games one, two and three. 

.  After achieving a 10th Frame Trio, get a printout immediately from the bowling center’s 
front desk. 

. Turn in your 10 Frame Trio winning form and printout to the DWP Information Table at 
the end of each game. 

. If more than one bowler achieves a 10th Frame Trio for a particular game, each will 
receive an equal portion of that game’s pot. 

. If there are no winners for game one, the pot carries over to game two; If there are no 
winners for game two, the pot carries over to game three.  If there is only one 

winner for the day,  that winner will win the other two games as well. 

. If there are no 10th Frame Trios during tournament play, the bowler(s) with the most 
strikes in the 10th Frame of all 3 games combined will receive an equal portion of 
ALL pots. 

. All forms and printouts must be turned in within 20 minutes after the end of 
tournament bowling. 

. All winnings will be paid out at the awards meeting following bowling. 



FEES 
$3.00 per entry 

Playing Rules 
. One  (1)  “OPEN” THREE  entry per person. 

. Open Three will cover games one, two and three. 

. Three frames will randomly be selected for each game. (Example: 1st 
game = 2-5-7 ). 

.  If you have an open (not a spare or a strike) in each of the randomly selected frames 
you are a winner. 

. Get a printout immediately from the bowling center’s front desk. 

. Turn in your form and printout to the DWP Information Table at the end of each winning 
game. 

. If more than one bowler achieves the Open Three  for a particular game, each will 
receive an equal portion of that game’s pot. 

. If there are no winners for game one, the pot carries over to game two; If there are no 
winners for game two, the pot carries over to game three.  If there is only one 

winner for the day,  that winner will win the other two games as well. 

. If there are no Open Three winners during tournament play, the bowler(s) with the 
most opens of the  third game will receive an equal portion of ALL pots. 

. All forms and printouts must be turned in within 20 minutes after the end of 
tournament bowling. 

.  All winnings will be paid out at the awards meeting following bowling. 

OPEN THREE 



FEES 
$2.00 per entry 

Playing Rules 

MYSTERY 2ND GAME 

SCRATCH SCORE

. One  (1)  entry per person 

. All the scratch scores from the second game will be recorded on a ticket 
stub.  Each ticket stub will have one score recorded. 

. A ticket stub will be randomly drawn by randomly chosen bowlers at the 
awards meeting. 

. Winners must be present. 

. There  may be more than one bowler with the winning score . 

.  Each bowler with the winning score will receive a prize envelope. 

. Ticket stubs will be drawn until all envelopes have been given out. 

. If you have the winning score you must immediately come to the front of the 
room to pick up your envelope. 

. Each score will be called twice.  If another number is called before you have 
come to the front of the room or otherwise have not made it known 
(shouting, etc.) that you have the winning score you forfeit your winning 
envelope. 


